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TourTrax Worx Implementation in a Municipal Setting 

Introduction 
The purpose of this document is to outline an example in how TourTrax Worx can be used in a 

real-world environment. It has been based off of actual implementation, configuration, and results with 

a TourTrax Worx customer. The customer’s name is the City of Kingston. 

 

The Scenario 
In this example, the customer is a municipal government branch, responsible for City-run leisure and 

recreational activities and services for citizens of the local community. Among other services provided, 

they are also responsible for 3 marinas/harbours within their local region, and hire local transient staff 

and part-time students of the local universities/colleges as staff. The staff are responsible for making 

sure the docks/slips are in serviceable shape, are free of potential safety hazards, to report maintenance 

concerns and to ensure boats are in the right docks.  

The Problem 
The municipal programme itself had a flaw- as a lack of permanent staff meant a high potential for 

degraded quality of service, and inconsistent results, in the following areas: 

● Lack of ability to supervise efficiently- unless the supervisors in charge of the staff were actually 

there at the docks/slips- there was no third-party verifiable proof that the work was being done and 

all areas were being checked, and no way to gauge which exact times these checks were made.  

● Several Complaints and Accusations were made from customers using the docks to the 

municipality/service providers. The customers in question complained of poor quality of service, and 

the staff in question not being around. Not having any irrefutable third-party proof to back up these 

claims, the City had no way of disputing them.  
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The Solution 
After struggling with this issue for several years, the city had concluded what they required was a 

software system that could provide them with irrefutable Proof Of Presence that would clearly show to 

them (and customers/insurance providers) exactly when areas were being inspected, as well as help 

them automate the inspection/maintenance process to make sure that work was done faster, more 

efficiently, to a standard meeting or exceeding their customer’s expectations. To accomplish this:  

● Assets (represented by Barcodes and NFC tags) have been placed at each dock/slip. The staff 

are expected to scan tags with their smartphones and the Worx software at each of the docks 

when inspecting an area- effectively reporting to the system and proving they are “there”. Times 

and dates for each visitation are also uploaded to the software.  

● Upon scanning an asset at the dock the staff are presented with inspection forms (on their 

smartphones) they are expected to perform while being there. Submissions from the forms are 

transmitted to the Worx software, and contain several tasks they are expected to complete and 

“prove” they’ve finished:  

o Dock Inspection Form- this form is used to identify Maintenance issues- such as 

whether or not the docks are clear of debris, in good shape, and whether or not safety 

issues are apparent.  

o Slip Occupancy Check Form- This form is for a series of tasks:  

▪ Used to identify the boats currently stationed at the docks, and whether or not 

they are affixed to the correct areas.  

▪ Used to log the boat’s corresponding registration ID#, as proof of presence.  

▪ Used to identify objects belonging to the boat owners that are affixed to the 

docks, but no supposed to be.  
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Results of Solution/Conclusion 
Thanks to the TourTrax Worx software and the results provided by the Assets and Forms configured for 

use within their account, the City Governmental branch is able to complete several tasks they would 

have otherwise not been able to accomplish:  

● They are able to at all times from TourTrax Worx recall a report that indicates each time the 

sections of the docks have been inspected, for proof of presence and accountability purposes. 

They have the ability to tell customers who visited their dock and when they did it.  
● As soon as forms are submitted by the smartphones, they are in immediate receipt of them- 

and can react to pressing concerns (such as safety and maintenance concerns) much faster and 

more efficiently- sometimes within minutes of a reported incident! 

Expanded use: In addition to achieving their primary purpose, the City has since expanded their usage of 

the TourTrax Worx platform:  

● They have assigned Asset Tags to buildings within their properties and use forms to perform 

security and maintenance checks of the entire premises- they are no longer just limited to dock 

inspections.  

● In addition to the 3 Marina properties, the City has also started implementing forms as a means 

to charge and inspect vendors in their downtown “Market Square” 

● The City is using TourTrax Worx to manage building maintenance and janitorial services at 

several city -owned recreational facilities. 

● This city is using TourTrax Worx to implement a Digital Inspection compliance program for 

several city-owned Ice Pads whereby mandatory Health & Safety inspections are documented 

using Mobile devices instead of paper forms. 
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